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GLOBAL PLACES
ANGELO DAVID CELEBRATES NEW PREMIER
VOLUME SPRAY WITH VIP LAUNCH PARTY
Angelo David will host a VIP event on January 24th, 2012 from 6:00PM
to 8:00PM at the Angelo David Salon on East 43rd Street to celebrate
the launch of his new Premier Volume Spray, a revolutionary volumizer that adds incredible fullness and volume to hair without creating
stiffness. Cocktails and hors d’oeuvres will be served while the Angelo
David team preps event goers’ hair using the new Premier Volume
Spray, which will be available exclusively at Angelo David Salon and
www.angelodavid.com for $18.50 (4 fl. oz) starting January 25th, 2012.
For every bottle of Premier Volume Spray sold, $1.00 will be donated
to the Lupus Foundation of America (www.lupus.org), an organization
Angelo David is proud to support. “My wife’s sister, who I have known
for almost for 20 years, has been afflicted with this debilitating disease. I am well aware what lupus patients go through on a daily basis,
and how the disease affects family members. Making a donation to
the Lupus Foundation through my new volumizing spray is my contribution to support the cause in finding a cure,” Angelo stated.
The new Premier Volume Spray is a transformative volumizer designed with a flexible-conditioning formula that combines silk and
wheat proteins, panthenol and avocado for extra strength and hydration. Evening Primrose enhances shine, while sun protectors keep color vibrant. Plus, it’s incredibly easy to use. Mist evenly onto freshly
shampooed, towel dried hair, spray directly onto lifted sections from
roots to midshaft, and style as desired. It’s that simple to get full,
beautiful hair. For added volume, “set” with your blow dryer, directing
air flow multi-directionally.
The new Premier Volume Spray is a welcome addition to the Angelo
David Hair Care Line, an exclusive collection specifically formulated
to keep hair healthy, shiny and manageable. It includes Vital Complex
Leave-In Conditioner, Long & Strong Detangler, Foaming Sea Silk Styler and Zero Frizz Control. In addition, Angelo David Salon offers a full
menu of personalized beauty treatments for hair, skin, nails, and lashes. Angelo David is incredibly excited for the launch and looks forward to helping out the more than 2 million Americans who suffer
from Lupus. For more on the Angelo David Salon and its full line of
products, please visit www.angelodavid.com.

Explore the World on Your Own Terms
with Brown + Hudson Travel Experts
Brown + Hudson provides exquisitely hand-crafted, once-in-a-lifetime travel
experiences for clients who have a vision and need an organizing principle to
guide the choices that best suit their desires but want nothing rigid or limiting. Whether grabbing a map or a machete, Brown + Hudson will make any
travel dream a reality, starting from scratch every single time to create
custom-tailored trips for clients that are impossible to orchestrate otherwise.
The inveterate travelers that make up Brown + Hudson’s team journey the
globe constantly in search of new regions to explore, ensuring each client will
have the most informed and unequaled journey possible.

B

rown + Hudson’s custom trips reflect
who its clients are—their unique
tastes, passions, concerns, and
hopes—setting up one-of-a-kind moments

that become one’s most vivid memories. And
the trips don’t exist without the client because there are no templates at Brown +
Hudson. For those who thrive on original,
unexpected, insightful, and rewarding
experiences, Brown
+ Hudson itineraries include everything one wants to
experience
and
nothing they don’t,
because each step is
a collaboration beculinary
tween the client and
Brown + Hudson’s
experts. Beginning
with personal conversations and individual interviews,
Brown + Hudson arranges every nuance of every trip so
each one is absocultural
lutely perfect. If a
client is training for
a marathon that
takes place after
their vacation, the
travel authorities at
Brown + Hudson
will research all elements of the client’s
training
regimen

and find the best times and routes for them
to train during their trip. They even make
sure intangibles like wildlife and weather are
prepared for.

B

rown + Hudson saves clients the considerable amount of time and resources required to create bespoke
trips on their own. It takes care of every detail and fine-tunes each element of the itinerary to ensure its clients get the most from
it, with services like in-depth reconnaissance
before clients arrive and an attentive guide
and local experts accompanying clients every step of the way, with nothing left to
chance—if the client so chooses.

B

rown + Hudson also creates trips with
a central theme that reflects clients’
interests, needs, dreams, and secret
passions. Some people have very specific interests while others thrive on variety. Several
popular themes in travel include sport and
activity, culinary, cultural, family, seafaring,
wellness, wildlife, and wine. The uniquely
special thing about truly bespoke travel from
Brown + Hudson is that everything is possible, sometimes adding its own creativity into
the mix but always weaving together the
very best of possibilities for travelers.
Go to Istanbul and be escorted through its
streets and its rich cultural history. Sip tea
with priests at a thousand-year-old temple.
Hack through dense jungle in the heart of Africa. Or do all three during the same trip—
anything is possible with Brown + Hudson.
For more information and to book the trip of
a lifetime, please visit www.brownandhudson.com.
Brown + Hudson Expeditions, Ltd.
13 Hewer St, London W10 6DU,
England, United Kingdom
+44 20 3358 0110
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